
Invitation Letter 
Dear Potential Partners, 

Greetings from Creative Biolabs. 

We are looking for potential partners to co-develop our fairly unique immunotherapy discovery and development 

programs, including therapeutic antibody, cellular therapy, vaccine therapy, gene therapy etc. Our programs cover 

the whole development lifecycle from discovery stage, preclinical stage to IND enabling stage. We’re dedicated to 

developing novel immunotherapies to change patients’ lives and make a healthier world. 

Established in 2004, Creative Biolabs has grown into a thriving CRO collaborating with hundreds of pharmaceutical 

and biotech companies as well as research laboratories. Now we extend expertise to the immunotherapy program 

development for various disease treatment. 

Why choose Creative Biolabs? 

 Programs - A wide range of immunotherapy programs

 Experiences - Extensive experiences in discovery and pre-clinical stages of various therapies

 Guarantees - Accompanied by our guarantees for every step

 Solutions - A comprehensive toolbox covering wide solutions to develop a promising candidate

 Platforms - Powerful platforms enabling our efficient manners

 Customization - Fully customized programs can be tailored to fit your plans

 Flexibility - Any module can be provided separately

 Team - On-hand to advise and support all stages of programs

Our candidate programs may be the next game changer in the field. Benefiting from rich hands-on experience in 

troubleshooting various problems, we can guarantee to complete the pre-IND stage within 2 years. A more accurate 

timeline will be determined on a case-by-case basis. 

In particular, our comprehensive Next-IO™ program concentrates on tumor microenvironment, a critical factor closely 

related to tumor angiogenesis and immune tolerance, and also covers monoclonal antibodies against FGL1, FGL2, 

Siglec-15, TIM3, 4-1BB, CD27, CD40L, GITR, ICO, etc. 

Would you be interested in exploring the Blue Ocean programs with Creative Biolabs? Please feel free to suggest a 

suitable day and time for a 20-minute call from our experts to explore potential cooperation possibilities. 

We look forward to your early response. 

Best regards,

Creative Biolabs 

www.creative-biolabs.com/immuno-oncology




